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Abstract: With the rapid growth of IoT devices around the world makes the 
security and privacy aspects of those commodity devices more concerning. Prior 
works explore these problematic issues, but they suffer in cross-platform settings. 
Because these emerging systems don't have rich documentation of data collection 
&  usage policy, involve interaction among multiple programming languages, and 
operate using unsafe software. We overcome those challenges using our data-driven 
approaches and demonstrate the effectiveness by performing several studies 
including -- (1) analyzing the application's description to find unnecessary access to 
the user's sensitive information,  (2) investigating policy documents to identify 
unauthorized access to the user's health information, (3) explore source code 
written in different languages to detect GDPR compliance of user information flow.
In this talk, I will discuss how I have leveraged machine learning and program 
analysis tools to detect security and privacy issues in cross-platforms where 
multiple devices and programming language interacts with each other.
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